Breathe Life
into the Stars!

2-5

12+

30’-45’

GAME OVERVIEW
Cassiopeia is a strategy euro game based on the use of double-sided cards
and resource management.
While taking turns, players hire different specialists, process the effects of their actions,
collect resources, and optimize their logistics to be the ﬁrst who terraforms
all 7 planets each player was assigned to colonize.

GAMEPLAY
COMMON AREA

Specialists

Logistics base

At the beginning of each round, each player assigns their player token to one Specialist of their choice.
The players then proceed with their individual turns in the initiative order (from left to right).
Martian

IV

Engineer

II

Programmer

I

Biologist

III

Pirate

VI

Tax Officer

V

For instance, we see 6 Specialists here, but in fact it's 12, as used Specialists
are ﬂipped at the end of each round. Dynamic strategies are needed to compete
for their particular abilities!
Supply base — Mars. Each opponent
with more than 3 unprotected resources
( do not count) in total, discards them
down to 3.
Logistics: Gain

Take
and a resource (not a ) from
any player, whose
is less than or
equal to yours.
Each player gains

.

Logistics: Gain another

.

Earthman

Gain
.

Each player gains .

.

Logistics: Gain another

Installer

Logistics: Gain

.

Cybernetist

.

and all resources
Logistics: take all
of the chosen type from that player.

Geneticist

Each opponent, whose
is less than
or equal to yours, loses
and
1 resource of their choice.
Logistics: Take all lost

and resources.

Archeologist

Smuggler

For maximum replayability we have a total of 9 two-sided Specialist cards. The use of Specialists I–IV is mandatory, while
the Specialists V–IX are optional. To start pick 6-8 Specialist cards and place them in a row for common use.

At the end of each round, all used Specialist cards are ﬂipped, all unused Specialists are granted a coin.

To resolve various bonus
effects of the Specialists,
you need to synchronize
the number of the
Earth/Mars symbols on
your planet cards with
the current logistics base.

EACH PLAYER’S AREA

Planets

Each player gets a set of 7 planets, and the goal of the game is to be the ﬁrst to terraform, ﬂip over, all of them.

Terraforming costs are always
indicated on the planet to the
left. The Storage Complex has
been terraformed by paying
these resources:

Trade Complex

Storage Complex
A storage space for 2 resources (not
for ). They are protected from other
cards’ effects.
Cthulhu

Ruchbah-4

Engineering Complex

Terraforming of
your Trade Complex
will now cost more!

Logistics:

Each time you terraform a planet, you become more
vulnerable to other player's aggressive Specialists.

Yog-Sothoth

Azathoth

Shub-Niggurath

Nyarlathotep

Ruchbah-2

Ruchbah-1

Ruchbah-5

Ruchbah-7

The effect of the planet is now
active! The Storage Complex
allows you to protect 2 resources
from being stolen! Store them
in the circles below.

KEY SELLING POINTS

Tsathoggua
Ruchbah-6

Double-sided cards with
both sides playable and
affecting the current
game situation
No hidden cards or decks:
all information is available
Unique retro art style
Great variability

GAME DESIGNER: Nikolay Pegasov
ARTWORK: Alexander Shaldin,
Maria Larikova, T. E. Sulien, uildrim

The logistics base is still
Earth, but you have more
Mars symbols now (4-3), so
all of the Logistics effects
aren’t available for you! Use
the Martian/Earthman to
help you switch the logistics
base OR terraform one of
your Mars planets to restore
the balance!

Hastur

Ruchbah-3

Individual Turn Overview

Take all
from the chosen
Specialist
Purchase 1 resource:

OR
Resolve the
Specialist’s
effect

PRACTICAL INFO
except

CONTENTS
56 large cards,
98 cardboard resource markers,
5 wooden player tokens

RIGHTS:

MOQ: 1000

MSRP: €19.90 / $22.50

CONTACT: Pavel Safonov,
Head of International Sales
pavel.safonov@hobbyworld.ru

RELEASE: available

Terraform 1 planet after
paying its cost
Take your token from the
Specialist card and place it
on the table beside that card

